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The Michigan Law Review is an American law review that was established in 1902 and is completely run by law students. It is the flagship law journal of the University of Michigan Law School and one of the top law journals in the United States. The Michigan Law Review was established in 1902, after Gustavus Ohlinger, a student in the Law Department (now the Law School) of the University of Michigan, approached the dean with a proposal for a law journal. The Michigan Law Review was originally intended "The Law Review—Its First Fifty Years". Michigan Law Review. Michigan Law Review, Vol. 50, No. 8. 50 (8): 1134â€“1138. doi:10.2307/1284411. JSTOR 1284411.Cite has empty unknown parameters: |month= and |coauthors= (help). The Michigan Law Review began publication in 1902 and is the sixth oldest legal journal in the country. The Review originally was intended as a forum for the faculty of the Law Department to publish their legal scholarship. From its inception until 1940, the Review's student members worked under the direction of faculty members who served as Editor-in-Chief. In 1940, the first student Editor-in-Chief was selected. During the years that followed, student editors were given increasing responsibility and autonomy; today, the Review is run with no faculty supervision. Seven of each volume... This article is from Michigan Law Review, Volume 16. View more articles from Michigan Law Review.View this article on JSTOR.View this article's JSTOR...